How we helped
Hellanbach generate
4.87X ROAS in the
First 30 DAYS using
our classic Pirate
Method Strategy.
Hellanbach came to us in January looking to expand their
reach, earn more revenue, and build a new sales funnel. At the
time, our client wasn’t running any paid advertisements, but
understood it was necessary to reach their goals. They were
interested in beginning with social campaigns, but wanted
specialists to manage the day to day aspects of it. It’s safer to
leave it to the experts, so that’s where we came in.
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The Solution

It was critical for us to lay a solid foundation for all future advertisements, setting
a standard of excellence. We consulted with our client and researched their target
audience. We then asked ourselves: What is the best way for us to stay within budget
and create a brand new sales funnel?
After creating an ideal buyer persona, we knew that our ads would need an video
component to resonate with this audience. The most effective way to do this was to
create video ads for each stage of the buyer’s journey. So we decided to put together
our classic Pirate Method Strategy (A.R.R.R.) and CRUSHED IT.
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Results

Pirate Method Strategy (A.R.R.R)

Revenue
RoAS

Acquisition
Campaign

Re-Engagement
Campaign

Retargeting
Campaign

Retention
Campaign

$4,774.28

$1,303.39

$3,810.76

$1,766.11

3.43x

4.24x

6.32x

3.90x

Total Amount Spent: $3,103.17
Total Revenue Generated: $15,102.57
Average Return on Ad Spend: 4.87x

We didn’t stop there. We also ran their email marketing campaigns and generated OVER
$4,000 from our marketing efforts. Valentine’s Day was a huge success for our bi-weekly
newsletter format and promotional email blast.

If you’re looking for help on building a new sales funnel and want to enter into the world
of paid social, we’d love to talk about your goals. Monster Agency has vast capabilities
when it comes to our creative house, but we’re known for our fully-managed & well
executed advertising campaigns.
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